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Abstract
Architectured high-porosity materials suffer from a common problem of sudden loss of
strength and catastrophic collapse of the structure. Here, we propose a novel material design
strategy to overcome this problem of mechanical instability by utilizing the unique “J-shaped”
deformation behaviour of TiNi shape memory alloys. Using this concept, we constructed
several 3D-printed TiNi architectured materials, including honeycomb, hexagon re-entrant
and octahedral lattice structures. All these structures exhibited stable and uniform
deformation behaviour at up to 80% of the global compression level without the formation of
localized bands, loss of strength and structural damage. In addition, these TiNi architectured
materials displayed excellent shape recovery (>99.5% after 60% compression) upon heating
and high cycling stability (shape recovery decreased by <3% after 15 large deformation
cycles). This work demonstrates the significant contribution of constituent materials on the
properties of architectured materials and provides a new strategy and method for developing
damage-tolerant functional architectures in practical applications.
Keywords: 3D printing; architectured materials; TiNi shape memory alloy; damage tolerance;
shape recovery
Architectured materials refer to materials with specifically designed geometries to achieve
enhanced mechanical performance1; they can be monolithic materials, such as I-beams, or
complex structures with periodic arrangements of identical units, such as honeycomb boards2.
These materials offer a unique advantage that allows us to combine the desirable
characteristics of geometrical structures and the intrinsic properties of constituent materials,
thus providing the ability to improve or reach new mechanical performance levels not
achievable with monolithic solids3,4. Illustrative examples may include helical springs that
can magnify the elastic stretch of a material by a factor of 1000, metallic microlattices that
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have very low mass and high specific strength5, and structures that exhibit lateral expansion
when pulled in one direction, e.g., negative Poisson ratio materials6. The recent advances in
3D printing technology (also termed additive manufacturing) have propelled the research and
development of architectured materials with novel properties to a new height2,7,8.
However, architectured materials, especially those with high porosity, suffer from an intrinsic
weakness in load-bearing applications. In such structures, the load distribution is naturally
inhomogeneous, and failure due to local plastic deformation initiates at sites with the highest
load-to-strength ratios. In addition, the local deformation often causes shape or orientation
changes in the members of the architecture in a way that weakens the load-bearing capacity
of the structure, i.e., structural weakening9,10. This process leads to the formation of localized
deformation bands of excessively high strain or local fractures, thus causing the catastrophic
collapse of structure. Fig. 1(a) shows the compression stress-strain curve of a 3D-printed
metallic lattice structure11 and illustrates the significant loss of the load-bearing capacity
(weakening) of the structure after initial yielding and the formation of a localized
deformation band of high local strain inside the structure. This process represents a typical
condition of a mechanically unstable structure, which raises serious concerns regarding the
service reliability of such materials in practical applications.

Fig. 1. The structural instability phenomenon and schematics of the deformation design of
constituent material for damage-tolerant architectured materials. (a) Stress-strain behaviour
and formation of a localized deformation band in a metallic lattice structure produced by
selective laser melting11. (b) Schematic comparison of the deformation behaviours of three
hypothetical constituent materials, including ① a metal with a high strain hardening rate and
low plasticity, ② a metal with a low strain hardening rate and high plasticity, and ③ a
material with a “J-curve” deformation behaviour. (c) Tensile stress-strain curve of a
conventional Ti50Ni50 alloy and the corresponding deformation mechanisms at the atomic
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level.
The loss of the load-bearing capacity of architectured materials upon initial yielding is due to
the combined effects of the stress concentration in the structure and the stiffness reduction of
the structure; i.e., this property is intrinsic to networked structures formed of slender
members. Thus, a possible remedy to the problem could be from something else beyond the
structure design. To prevent the post-yielding collapse of the structure and the formation of
localized deformation bands, the constituent material needs to display significant
self-strengthening behaviour, or a strain hardening effect, to compensate for the loss of
structural stiffness10. To avoid cracking, the constituent material must not be excessively
strong and hard at the start to allow local deformation to relax the high stress concentration.
Such requirements effectively describe a “J-shaped” stress-strain curve. Fig. 1(b) shows a
schematic comparison of the stress-strain behaviours of three hypothetical metal materials. In
the figure, material ① is a brittle metal with a very high strain hardening rate, material ② is a
ductile metal with a low strain hardening rate, and material ③ has a “J-shaped” stress-strain
curve, which features a relatively low yield strength, a finite flow strain at very low strain
hardening rates, and a rapidly increased stress with a very high strain hardening rate after the
initial deformation. It should be noted that the low stiffness deformation stage after yielding
is supposed to cover a finite and suitable strain span because too small strain cannot provide
large structural deformation, and too large strain will lead to the preferential formation of
localized deformation bands with high strain before the hardening effect occurs. However,
such requirements are a challenge for conventional elastoplastic metals to achieve12,13.
Special alloys that exhibit such unique stress-strain behaviour are TiNi shape memory alloys
(SMAs)14. Fig. 1(c) shows the tensile stress-strain curve of a conventional Ti50Ni50 alloy and
the corresponding deformation mechanisms. Upon loading, the TiNi SMA undergoes initial
elastic deformation (stage I) before yielding over a stress plateau with low stiffness via
martensite variant reorientation (or stress-induced martensitic transformation) (stage Ⅱ),
followed by a significant stiffening stage with rapidly increasing stress (stage Ⅲ). The strain
over the stress plateau is generated by the lattice shearing of martensite and is fully
recoverable upon heating when the martensite transforms back to austenite15,16. This process
endows the architectured materials made of SMAs with additional functional ability of
automatic shape recovery.
To test this hypothesis, several TiNi architectured materials with different structures were
fabricated in this study using selective laser melting (SLM) additive manufacturing technique.
The SLM processing parameters are described in the Methods section, and the scanning
strategy is shown in Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Information17. Fig. 2 shows the mechanical
properties and phase transformation behaviour of the TiNi alloy used. Fig. 2(a) shows the
tensile stress-strain curve of a 3D-printed TiNi solid-plate sample. The inset is a photograph
of the tensile sample used, which has dimensions of 80×12×3 mm3. XRD analysis indicated
that the sample was in a fully B19' martensite state at 15 °C (see Fig. S2 in the
Supplementary Information). It is apparent that the 3D-printed TiNi sample experienced four
typical deformation stages during tensile loading, as commonly observed in conventionally
fabricated TiNi in the martensite state18, including the initial elastic deformation of the
martensite (O-A), the reorientation deformation of the martensite over a stress plateau (A-B),
the elastic deformation of the oriented martensite (B-C) and the plastic deformation of the
oriented martensite (C-D).
Fig. 2(b) shows a comparison of the fracture strengths and tensile fracture strains of similar
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solid TiNi alloys fabricated by SLM. The SLM-TiNi sample prepared in this study exhibited
a high fracture strength of 750±30 MPa, which is comparable to the top end of the fracture
strength of comparative materials, and a tensile fracture strain of 15.5±0.5%, which is greater
than 200% of the maximum tensile fracture strain of these materials19–24. These findings
highlight the excellent tensile properties of the 3D-printed TiNi produced in this study. Fig.
2(c) shows the DSC curve of the sample, revealing the reversible B2↔B19'
austenite-martensite transformation upon cooling and heating. Fig. 2(d) shows that
3D-printed sheet and stripe samples twisted at 15℃ can recover to their original straight
shape after heating to 90 ℃. This result verifies the excellent shape memory property of the
3D-printed TiNi material25.

Fig. 2. Mechanical properties and phase transformation behaviour of 3D-printed TiNi alloy.
(a) Tensile stress-strain curve of the 3D-printed TiNi solid-plate sample. The inset is a
photograph of a 3D-printed long-plate sample used. (b) Comparison of the fracture strength
and tensile strain obtained from the alloys in this work and from other SLM-fabricated TiNi
alloys19–24. (c) DSC curve revealing the phase transformation behaviour of the sample. (d)
Shape transformation of 3D-printed TiNi sheet and strip samples twisted at 15 ℃ and
recovered after heating to 90 ℃.
Fig. 3 shows the deformation behaviour of several different architectured materials
constructed of different material components prepared in this study. Fig. 3(a) is a photograph
of a 3D-printed TiNi honeycomb sample with 5×4 hexagonal cells. The design details of the
cells are shown in Fig. 3(b). The cell wall thickness is 400 μm, the side length is 11 mm, the
height in the building direction is 10 mm, and the hexagonal chamfer radius is 2 mm. Fig. 3(c)
shows the in-plane compression stress-strain curve of the 3D-printed TiNi honeycomb sample
(the red curve). Additionally, two other samples are shown in the figure for comparison,
including a machined Al honeycomb structure fabricated via wire-electrode discharge cutting
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method (the blue curve) and a 3D-printed Al honeycomb structure (the black curve).

Fig. 3. Compression testing of the architectured materials constructed from three different
constituent materials. (a) 3D-printed TiNi honeycomb structure. (b) Configuration design of
the honeycomb structure of the sample shown in (a). (c) Compression stress-strain curves of a
3D-printed TiNi honeycomb sample (the red curve), 3D-printed Al honeycomb sample (the
blue curve), and machined Al honeycomb sample fabricated via wire-electrode discharge
cutting method (the black curve). (d) Snapshots of the 3D-printed TiNi honeycomb sample at
different global strains during compression. (e) Snapshots of the machined Al honeycomb
sample at different global strains during compression. The parallel white lines at εglobal= 20%
mark the localized deformation band. The strain values in the middle apply to both (d) and (e).
(f) Compression of a 3D-printed TiNi re-entrant hexagonal structure. (g) Compression of a
3D-printed TiNi lattice structure. See also Video S1 in the Supplementary Information.
It is apparent that the 3D-printed TiNi honeycomb structure experienced stable compression
behaviour up to 80% of the global strain without a decrease in mechanical strength. In
comparison, the machined Al honeycomb structure showed clear multi-stage weakening after
an initial yield at 5% of the global strain. The mechanical instability was even worse for the
3D-printed Al honeycomb sample, with a strength loss of >70% after the initial yielding at
~10% of the global strain. This comparison demonstrates the effectiveness of the J-curve
deformation behaviour of the TiNi SMA material in stabilizing the honeycomb structure.
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Fig. 3(d) shows a series of video snapshots of the 3D-printed TiNi honeycomb sample at
different global strains during the compression test. It is clear that the deformation was
largely uniform, and no local bands with excessive deformation were formed or local
fractures occur, demonstrating a high damage tolerance. Video S1 in the Supplementary
Information provides a full recording of the compression process. Besides, TiNi honeycomb
samples of 7×5 cells and 9×7 cells were printed and tested in this study; they displayed
similar uniform and stable deformation behaviour, as seen in the sample of 5×4 cells
presented in Fig. 3. These deformation behaviours are further presented in Fig. S3 in the
Supplementary Information.
Fig. 3(e) presents a series of video snapshots of the machined Al honeycomb sample (5×4
cells) at different stages during compression. The global strain values shown between (d) and
(e) apply for both samples. It is evident that the sample developed a severe local deformation
band before reaching 20% of the global strain, while the remaining cells outside the band
experienced much more limited deformation. This finding corresponds to the first decrease in
strength at between 5% and 18% of the global strains seen in the stress-strain curve shown in
Fig. 3(c). Similar behaviours were also observed for the 3D-printed Al honeycomb sample
(5×4 cells, which exhibits severe brittle fracture), machined Al honeycomb samples (7×5
cells and 9×7 cells) and a machined 316L stainless steel honeycomb sample (5×4 cells), as
presented in Figs. S4 and S5 in the Supplementary Information.
In addition, two more 3D-printed TiNi samples of different architectures were also fabricated,
including one with a re-entrant hexagon structure and one with a three-dimensional lattice
structure. Figs. 3(f) and 3(g) show photos of the two samples after compression. Both
samples exhibited uniform and stable deformation behaviour without forming local
deformation bands or experiencing structural damage. The corresponding stress-strain curves
are shown in Fig. S6(b) in the Supplementary Information. There was no decrease in strength
for either sample. These observations further demonstrate the effectiveness of TiNi in
suppressing the mechanical instability of architectured materials with different structures.
The real-time local strains of the 3D-printed TiNi honeycomb sample and the machined Al
honeycomb sample during compression were measured by the digital image correlation (DIC)
technique and simulated by the finite element method (FEM), as presented in Fig. 4. The
simulated deformation behaviour and stress-strain curves are shown in Fig. S7 in the
Supplementary Information; and the simulation results generally match the experimental
results. Fig. 4(a) shows the maximum principal strain maps of the TiNi honeycomb sample at
20%, 40% and 60% of the global strains obtained by the DIC and the strain map at 60% of
the global strain obtained by the FEM. Fig. 4(b) shows the same DIC maps for the Al
honeycomb sample and the strain map at 20% of the global strain obtained by the FEM. It is
apparent that the distribution and value level of local strain obtained by the DIC and FEM are
similar, and the Al honeycomb exhibits severe localized deformation and high local strain
concentrations. The volume fraction of the sample with a given average local strain within a
strain interval of 1% was calculated from the DIC strain map. Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) show the
volume fraction distributions of local strain at three global strain levels for the TiNi and Al
honeycomb samples, respectively. During the whole deformation process, the TiNi
honeycomb sample showed just one local strain peak. As the global strain increased, the local
strain peak broadened, flattened, spread out and shifted to higher strain ranges, demonstrating
a typical continuous local strain distribution without any strain singularity in the structure.
In contrast, the local strain distribution of the Al honeycomb sample exhibited two narrow
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peaks at all three global strain levels. The first peak represents the majority of the sample and
displayed local strains within the range of 0-2%. The second peak represents a small volume
fraction of the sample and exhibited much higher strains of 12-13%. The maximum local
strain was ~14%, which is much higher than that for the TiNi honeycomb sample (~8%). This
bimodal local strain distribution reflected a typical localized deformation behaviour.

Fig. 4. Digital image correlation analysis and FEM simulations of the local strain distribution
within the 3D-printed TiNi honeycomb sample and machined Al honeycomb sample during
compression. (a) The maximum principal strain maps of the TiNi honeycomb sample at
different global strains obtained by the DIC and FEM. (b) The maximum principal strain
maps of the Al honeycomb sample at different global strains obtained by the DIC and FEM.
(c) Evolution of the local strain distribution in the TiNi honeycomb sample during
compression. (d) Evolution of the local strain distribution in the Al honeycomb sample during
compression.
To further assess these two different deformation behaviours, we also conducted a statistical
analysis of the distance variations between the upper and lower cell walls during compression
and of the curvature variations of one bent cell wall (as presented in Fig. S7 in the
Supplementary Information). It is obvious that the Al honeycomb shows a larger distance
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deviation (~14 mm) among different unit cells and a larger curvature (max=120°) in a single
cell wall than those of the TiNi honeycomb (~5 mm, max=50°); this result suggests that the
Al honeycomb experiences severe uneven deformation in its overall structure or in a single
unit cell and that the TiNi honeycomb suffers moderate and continuous deformation.
The distinctly different deformation behaviours of the TiNi and Al honeycomb structures can
be attributed to the different stress-strain behaviours of the TiNi and aluminium alloy
construction materials. The formation of the localized deformation band along the diagonal in
the Al honeycomb sample is intrinsic to the honeycomb structure. A hexagonal cell has three
sides. The horizontal side does not respond to the compressive load in the vertical direction,
and the two 60° sides experience the same bending force from the compressive load. Yielding
via the bending of one 60° side will trigger the bending of the adjacent 60° side of the same
orientation (group ‘I’) but strengthen the adjacent 60° side of the other orientation (group
‘II’), as indicated in Fig. 4(b). This self-guided propagation of local deformation leads to the
formation of a deformation band along a diagonal line, as indicated by the red dashed line in
Fig. 4(b). For the TiNi honeycomb sample, the rapid stiffening of TiNi (the tail of the
J-shaped stress-strain curve seen in Fig. 2(a)) via the elastic deformation of oriented
martensite stops the initial local deformation and forces the deformation to spread to other
parts of the structure26; this leads to a stable and uniform compression process. In contrast, Al
does not have this ability to stop local deformation due to its continuous low strain hardening
rate during plastic deformation (see material ② in Fig. 1(b)), thus leading to the collapse of
the structure.
Some consideration needs to be given to this “J-shaped” stress-strain behaviour. The strain
span of the flow stress plateau should not be too small; otherwise, sufficient local
deformation cannot occur to relax the stress concentrations within the structure. Additionally,
the strain span cannot be too large; otherwise, the localized deformation band will form
before the arrest effect is triggered. As seen in Fig. 4(d), the average local strain (for this
sample) within the localized deformation band is 12~13%. Thus, the stress plateau of the
J-curve must be well below this strain level, for example, at 6~7%. This is exactly the level of
plateau strain for TiNi SMAs. In this regard, TiNi is unique in offering the ability to mitigate
the mechanical instability of these architectured materials. Apparently, this threshold of the
local strain level related to the formation of the localized deformation band (12~13% in this
case) is dependent on the geometry and wall thickness of the cells.
Furthermore, the 3D-printed TiNi architectured materials also exhibited excellent shape
self-recoverability. Fig. 5(a) shows snapshots of a TiNi honeycomb sample after compression
deformation and shape recovery upon heating. Fig. 5(b) shows a series of compression
stress-strain curves for the TiNi honeycomb sample in sequence from low to high strains.
After each deformation, the sample was heated to induce shape recovery. Fig. 5(c) shows the
shape recovery rate versus global strain. The inserts show the honeycomb sample after 80%
compression can recover to its original shape upon heating to 90 °C. The full process of the
shape recovery of the TiNi honeycomb sample with 80% deformation was captured in Video
S2 in the Supplementary Information. The shape recovery rate slowly decreased with the
increasing global strain but remained at up to 94% after 80% compression. Fig. 5(d) plots the
elastic recovery, heating recovery and residual strains versus the global strains. The
non-recovery strain during compression is below 3%, which further reflects the moderate and
uniform deformation characteristics of the TiNi honeycomb without excessive local strain
concentrations.
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Fig. 5. Shape self-recoverability of a 3D-printed TiNi honeycomb. (a) Snapshots of a TiNi
honeycomb sample after compression and heating recovery. (b) Compression stress-strain
curves of the sample in sequence from low to high global strains. (c) Shape recovery rate
versus global strain. The insets show the TiNi honeycomb sample after 80% compression at
15 ℃ and after heating to 90 °C. (d) The percentages of strain components as functions of the
global strain. (e) Evolution of the shape recovery rate during deformation cycling to 60% of
the global strain. See also Video S2 in the Supplementary Information.
The shape recoverability was also evaluated during deformation cycling to 60% of the global
compression. Fig. 5(e) shows the evolution of the shape recovery rate versus the deformation
cycle number. The shape recovery rate decreased slightly from 99.7% to 97.2% during the
first eight deformation cycles and remained constant thereafter, thus displaying high cyclic
stability. In addition, the TiNi re-entrant hexagonal structure and lattice structure also display
excellent shape recovery functionality after large deformation (see Fig. S6 in the
Supplementary Information). This combination of high compression deformability and shape
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self-recoverability gives the 3D-printed TiNi architectured materials unique advantages and
promising potential as reusable components in various applications, such as cushioning and
energy-absorbing materials, anti-strike protective materials, and large displacement actuation
materials.
Conclusions
In this study, a novel material deformation design strategy is proposed and experimentally
verified to solve the long-standing problem of mechanical instability in architectured
materials. This strategy is based on using the unique “J-shaped” deformation behaviour of
TiNi SMAs; this behaviour includes a low stiffness deformation stage followed by a rapid
stiffening stage that serves as the ‘stopper’ of localized deformation within the structure. The
strategy is demonstrated to be very effective in preventing the formation of localized
deformation bands and inhibiting the mechanical instability of high-porosity architectured
structures. The 3D-printed TiNi structures fabricated in this study, including a honeycomb
structure, a re-entrant hexagon structure and an octahedral lattice structure, all exhibited
stable and uniform deformation behaviour up to 80% of the global compression without loss
of strength or structure damage. In addition, the TiNi architectured materials exhibited
excellent shape memory effects and high cycling stability under large deformation.
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Methods
3D printing technique and materials preparation: Selective laser melting (SLM)
technique of additive manufacturing was used to produce TiNi solid samples and various
architectured materials. An Eplus M100-T instrument equipped with a maximum 200 W
Yb-fiber laser beam of 70 μm in diameter was used for 3D printing by SLM. The process
parameters used are: laser power of 120 W, scanning speed of 500 mm/s, powder bed layer
thickness of 30 μm, and hatch spacing of 80 μm. The scanning pattern of stripe rotation was
used (Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Information)17. Commercialized gas-atomized TiNi alloy
powders with particles of 15–53μm were used to build TiNi parts on a TiNi substrate
maintained at 180 ℃.
Several honeycomb structures of different materials were also fabricated for comparison with
the 3D-printed TiNi honeycombs. These included 6061 Al and 316L honeycomb samples
fabricated by wire-electrode discharge cutting and Al-Si10-Mg honeycomb samples
manufactured by SLM. The commercial Al-Si10-Mg powders used had particle sizes in the
range of 15–53 μm. The honeycomb design was identical to that of the TiNi sample. The
process parameters are: laser power of 350 W, scanning speed of 1300 mm/s, powder bed
layer thickness of 30 μm, and hatch spacing of 180 μm. The scanning pattern was the same as
that for the SLM TiNi. The 3D-printed Al-Si10-Mg honeycomb samples were heat-treated at
380℃ for 2h before testing to improve the ductility.
In addition, Ti50Ni50 wire of 0.3 mm in diameter processed by wire drawing and annealed at
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500 ℃ for 15 minutes was used to obtain the stress-strain curve in Fig. 1(c). Solid TiNi plate
samples with dimensions of 80×12×3 mm3 were prepared by SLM and used to characterize
the mechanical behaviour of the construction material.
Characterization of mechanical and functional properties: Tension and compression tests
were conducted at 15 ℃ using a KQL universal testing machine. The strain rate was 5×10-3
s-1. All 3D-printed TiNi specimens were first cooled to below 0 ℃ prior to deformation
testing to ensure martensitic state. At least three specimens were tested for each condition to
ensure experimental reliability. All compression process and shape recovery process were
recorded on video. Phase transformation behaviour was investigated using a TA Instruments
Q20 DSC instrument at a heating/cooling rate of 5 ℃ min−1. The phase structure of the
samples was characterized by high-energy X-ray diffraction technique at ambient temperature
using the facility at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, USA. Digital
image correlation (DIC, Mercury RT series) tests were conducted to reveal the local strain
evolution of the honeycomb samples during compression. The error of the calculated volume
fraction of local strain is below 2%.
Finite element method: FEM simulation was carried out to analyse the local strain
distribution of TiNi/Al honeycomb samples during compression. Patran/LS-DYNA was
employed for this analysis mission. The finite element model and loading direction was the
same with experiment shown in Fig. 3. We chose the single surface general contact to avoid
the penetration phenomenon, and all surfaces were automatic contacted. To ensure the
accuracy the element edge length was 0.88mm and there were 11076 elements in total. The
element type was Belytschko-Tsay shell element, which was fast, stable and efficient in large
deformation problem by using “In plane single point integral”. The model was between two
rigid walls. The bottom wall was static, and the top wall moved at v = 0.3m/s to provide the
pressure. The material attributes of the TiNi/Al model were created by the curve of tensile
test (as presented in Fig. S9 in the Supplementary Information). For TiNi, the density ρ =
6.45×10-9 t/mm3, the elastic modulus E = 18002.335MPa, the Poisson ratio ν = 0.3, the yield
stress σY = 132.365MPa. For Al, the density ρ = 2.75×10-9 t/mm3, the elastic modulus E =
39212.855MPa, the Poisson ratio ν = 0.3, the yield stress σY = 179.498MPa. The friction
coefficient between the model and the walls is setting as 0.17 in this model.
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Supplementary Information

Fig. S1. The stripe rotation scanning strategy used for the selective laser melting fabrication
of 3D printed samples. The stripe width was 4 mm, the rotation angle was 67°, and the hatch
spacing was 0.08 mm.

Fig. S2. High-energy XRD spectrum of 3D-printed TiNi at 15 ℃. All peaks are indexed to
the B19' martensite phase.
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Fig. S3. Compression testing of 3D-printed TiNi multicell honeycomb samples. (a) Snapshots
of a TiNi honeycomb sample with 7×5 cells at different global strains during compression
and the stress-strain curve of compression. (b) Snapshots of a TiNi honeycomb sample with
9×7 cells at different global strains during compression and the stress-strain curve of
compression. Both samples exhibited stable deformation behaviour without localized
deformation bands of high strain or a reduction in mechanical strength. The scale bar is 25
mm.

Fig. S4. Compression testing of a 3D-printed Al-Si10-Mg honeycomb sample. The sample
exhibited fractured and collapsed cells in highly localized areas in the early stage of
deformation and unstable deformation behaviour. The stress-strain curve also displays severe
reductions in mechanical strength.
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Fig. S5. Compression testing of machined 6061 Al alloy honeycomb and 316L stainless steel
honeycomb samples. (a) Snapshots of a machined 7×5 cell 6061 Al honeycomb sample at
different stages of compression. (b) Snapshots of a machined 9×7 cell 6061 Al honeycomb
sample. (c) Snapshots of machined 5×4 cell 316L stainless steel honeycomb sample. All three
samples exhibited distinct localized deformation bands. (d) Compression stress-strain curves
of the three samples displaying obvious catastrophic collapses of mechanical strength during
compression. The scale bar is 25 mm.
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Fig. S6. Compression and heating recovery of a 3D-printed TiNi re-entrant hexagonal
structure and an octahedral lattice structure. (a) Snapshots of the compression and heating
recovery process. (b) Compression stress-strain curves. Both samples showed stable
deformation behaviour without a reduction in mechanical strength. (c) Shape recovery rates
of two structures after heating, which are 99.6% and 99.5%, respectively, suggesting that both
structures display excellent shape recovery functionality.
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Fig. S7. Finite element simulation results for the TiNi honeycomb and Al honeycomb. Both
the configuration deformation and stress-strain curves of the simulation are well matched
with the experimental results (Fig. 3), which verifies the reliability and rationality of
simulation.
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Fig. S8. Deformation of a representative TiNi unit cell and Al unit cell during compression
and corresponding distance and curvature evolution. (a) The shape transformation at different
global strains. (b) The distance variations between upper and lower cell walls. All 12 unit
cells of TiNi honeycomb and Al honeycomb were calculated at global strain of 0%, 20% and
40%, respectively. At same global strain, the Al honeycomb presents larger deviation among
12 unit cells than that of the TiNi honeycomb, demonstrating severe uneven deformation. (c)
The curvature (θ) versus distance (x) in a group “Ⅰ” cell wall. The curvature was defined by
the angle θ between tangent line and connection line of two ends, whose length (l0) is the side
length of a cell wall. x represents the distance from one end. It is obvious that the Al unit cell
wall suffers larger bending deformation than TiNi unit cell, and the most deformation is
concentrated on the two ends. While the TiNi unit cell wall shows moderate and continuous
bending deformation.
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Fig. S9. Typical tensile stress-strain curves of three different constituent materials, including
3D-printed TiNi, 3D-printed Al-Si10-Mg and machined 6061Al alloy, and the statistics for
the yielding strength and elongation after multiple tensile tests. At least three tensile samples
were tested at 15 ℃ with a strain rate of 10-3 s-1.
Video S1. Compression deformation of a 3D-printed TiNi honeycomb sample and a
machined Al honeycomb sample.
Video S2. Shape recovery of a 3D-printed TiNi honeycomb sample upon heating, which was
compressed by 80%.
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